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Happy New Year!
Welcome to 2022! I hope that your holidays have 

been thoroughly enjoyable and that you are all 
ready to come together to make the following 

weeks as memorable as possible. For the Spring 
Term, Miss Beck and Mr Hughes will continue to 
share the teaching in Year Five, with Miss Beck 

adopting the role of lead teacher. The term is full 
of exciting topics and we’re really enthusiastic 

about getting back into the classroom and hitting 
the ground running. Mr Maynard and Mr Palmer-
Davies will continue to support us in class, along 
with Mrs Chadwick who will help to lead PE on 
Wednesdays and Maths catch-up interventions. 
We are grateful for everything you continue to do at 

home for the children and hope that we can continue 
working together to make school a safe and enjoyable 

place to be!
Miss Beck

Geography
SatNavs might be a handy tool, but this 
term we will be looking at the original 
SatNav – OS maps! Using compasses, grid 
references and symbols, the children will 
be carrying out field work in our local 
area. Human and physical features will be 
our main focus and we’ll use this 
knowledge to compare our geography 
with other countries in the world.

Maths
Perimeter! Area! Statistics!

We have a term full of engaging 
Mathematics lessons ahead of us. Our 
primary focus for this half-term will be 

fine-tuning our perimeter and area 
knowledge. This will lead to some 

exciting cross0vers with DT and projects 
that will bring measuring to life. 

Once we’re confident, the children will 
be looking at statistics! We will build 

skills in interpreting data, constructing 
graphs and utilising our comparison, 

sum and difference knowledge. 

Finally (as though that wasn’t enough!), 
we will be delving into fractions.

MFL
Having had such an excellent term 
learning about classroom rules and 

common phrases, we will be 
exploring common questions so 

that we have more tools to be able 
to ask about the world around us 

(as well as adding to our wonderful 
speaking skills!).



Gravity
Using the concept of 

superheroes, the children will 
be writing a poem from the 
perspective of a force! The 

question being: is it a villain or 
a saviour?

A Different 
World

The world is ever-changing and 
deforestation, pollution and climate 
change affect more than we know…what 
would a world look like if there were no 
green spaces?  Our narrative work will 
centre around this theme.

Snowdon?
Have you ever hiked to the 
top of a mountain? No? 
Then let our intrepid 
explorers prepare you for 
the ascent with their 
instructional skills.

Science
Our new topic is all about forces and machines. Children will 

start with the force of gravity then study friction forces, 
including air and water resistance. Hopefully, the classroom 

will still be standing after our experiments are complete!

P.E
This term children will be moving and shaking in dance lessons! 
Additionally, we will be looking at creative games and developing 

tactical skills. Children may even be in with a chance to design 
their own games (and rules!)

R.E
Our topic this term in R.E will be what we can learn 

from Jesus’s teachings. Using the many different 
parables seen throughout the New Testament, the 

children will gain an understanding of the way Jesus 
wants us to live our life.

Computing
After ripping open some laptops and identifying exactly 
what makes a computer last term, the children will now 

look more carefully at the key concept of algorithmic 
thinking. Using these skills, the children will begin to 

make cartoons and video games.

English
This term we will be focussing on our 

vocabulary choice and how it affects our 
reader. Emotive language and formality will 

be key in ensuring we hit the right tone! 


